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Our Goals

To analyze the behavior of attackers in 3 different scenarios:

✦ When faced against penetration testing tools
✦ When faced with a difficult entry point
✦ When faced against both of the above scenarios



Hypothesis

Our hypothesis was that each of our treatments would 
cause different behavior from hackers, depending on 
the presumed realism of the honeypot.



In comparison to the control instance

✦ The hardened container will seem fairly realistic to the attacker causing them to spend 
more time in the instance

✦ The container containing penetration testing tools may seem more obviously a 
honeypot causing the attacker to leave 

✦ The container containing both treatments would be more realistic, causing the hacker to 
fear that container’s owner and leave

Hypothesis



Independent Variables:

✦ Difficult entry point
✦ Penetration testing tools

Our Experiment

Dependent Variables:

✦ Time taken for an attacker to gain 
access to a given system

✦ Attacker’s behavior once they gain 
access to the machine



Our Scripts – Control

Our control honeypot featured a barebones Ubuntu instance. Its purpose was to 
provide an instance that we could use to compare with our data from our other 
instances. 

This was the first honeypot that we were able to get working and was the most 
simple in terms of the technical aspects. Attackers enter through an automatic 
login through SSH. 



This honeypot also featured an Ubuntu instance in which we used:

✦ JohnTheRipper for brute-forcing passwords
✦ Zmap for scanning baseline data on the network
✦ Aircrack-NG for password cracking and Wi-Fi testing
✦ Wireshark for network analysis

We used the same point of entry as our control instance.

Our Scripts – Pentest



This container was also an Ubuntu instance that we used difficult/randomized 
usernames and passwords that created a difficult entry point. 

We had various issues with this container that in the end, obstructed us from being 
able to get any session data. 

Our Scripts – Hardened



Our Scripts – Double

This was our last container which was essentially a combination of our hardened 
instance and our pentest instance. We were successful in retrieving data for this 
honeypot. This was also an Ubuntu instance. 



✦ Session timestamps to show duration of malicious behavior
✦ Attacker keystrokes to determine the hacker’s commands 
✦ Number of login attempts to discern the persistence that an attacker has

Goals for Analysis



Difficulties

We struggled to get parts of our containers to work despite hours and hours of 
debugging. Our most difficult container that we worked with was our hardened 
container that we were unable to get any login attempts or session data for. 



Data Collected

✦ We used Man-In-The-Middle program and 
focused on 

○ Manage routing of the public IPs
○ Sessions
○ Timestamps
○ Keystrokes of the attackers
○ Command outputs
○ Login attempts



Conclusions

On the hardened aspect of our project we were a bit inconclusive as we did not 
have the time to get adequate data on it. However, for the instance that had 
penetration testing tools, we were correct in our hypothesis. 



Interesting Findings

We found this interesting command in the control honeypot



Interesting Findings

The IP address that was responsible for the majority of attacks on all the systems 
was 171.232.4.198. We found that they had attempted to access our containers 
over 5000 times. We did some research and found that this address originates 
from Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 



Interesting Findings



Interesting Findings



Reflection

Overall, we weren’t able to get session data to understanding hacking 
behavior for all our honeypots, but we were able to see the difference 
in attacker persistence between our Control, Pentest, and Double 
honeypots.

Additionally, we have learned much about containerization, automatic 
bash scripting, and the basics of CSec research and how to apply it in 
the field.



Thank You

Questions…?


